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continued on Page 4

 Looking at his notes, checking his Powerpoint, pacing back and forth in front of the room crowded

with English teachers, Jim Burke is preparing to present his Keynote Address on Friday morning at the

64th Annual New York State English Council Conference.   He is like a man possessed, filled with ideas

and passionately committed to telling his story, so that others can learn and grow.

     Burke uses the paradigm of ODONO to give shape to his main argument.  ODONO, Burke points out,

comes originally from the work of Walter Breuggemann. In his treatment of the Psalms, “Breuggemann

sorted them into three categories: psalms of orientation, disorientation, and new orientation.”   This

basic categorization Burke and others have expanded into a model of how one can look at literature and

life.  Beginning in a state of Orientation - where we are comfortable and secure and innocent - our world

is interrupted — something goes wrong — and we question what is true.  We enter a state of

Disorientation, where we lose confidence, question our beliefs, are lost.   This state of suffering or alienation

is then interrupted by a guide or mentor, such as Virgil, or Dante. Out of this interaction, we arrive at an

understanding of what our priorities should be.  Flowing from this understanding is a new Orientation or

way of seeing and living, which we internalize.  At the end of this cycle we have attained Wisdom.

     Jim Burke illustrates this cycle with the texts of Siddhartha, Alice in Wonderland and Hamlet, but also

with the life experiences of Rosa Parks and Dr. King.  Each character or person finds a world of comfort and

security disrupted, and begins a journey in the text or life that ends with a new sense of the world.  Burke

shows how this journey applies to his own world of teaching as he prepared for his first class.  Using a

hyperbolic “five months” of  preparation for his first class, he finally stood in front of his first class and said,

“Today we are going to be ....”  He drew a complete blank.  In nine seconds,  it was all gone.  He had nothing.

To illustrate further, he uses as an example of the student teacher who is the straight A student in high

school, college, and graduate school, but who has never experienced failure.  Then she steps into the

classroom, and enters a world where all is not perfect. Out of this disorientation will eventually come new

knowledge gained in the experience that will lead to a new orientation and eventually wisdom.

     How well this model describes what we as teachers have experienced with Common Core. Comfort and

security all but collapsed when New York began the implementation of the Common Core Standards in 2011.

It was a dramatic disorientation. One example, he points out, is the issue of how we incorporate all of our

technology so that it serves us in the best possible way.  At times, as he with a wonderful sense of humor

conveys, we wonder what our new role will be in the classroom. He gives us an example of walking around

his own classroom, asking different students who are working on their laptops if they need help.
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From the President...

 Dear Members:

Like most teachers, the beginning of a school year presents me with renewed

energy; I feel invigorated to begin the work of helping young people to become more literate members of our

society.  This feeling intensifies for me in mid-October when I attend the NYSEC annual conference.  This year’s

event, our 64th annual conference, did not disappoint.  Our new conference home at the Albany Marriott was a

smashing success, and our keynote speakers, Jeffrey Wilhelm, Jim Burke, Maria Mazziotti Gillan and Lyn Miller-

Lachmann, filled us with inspiration.  The breakout sessions provided members with some of the best professional

development our state has to offer.

By November, however, we are in the thick of the school year and some of that hope can start to wane.

This year, winter has landed like a lead balloon on New York State.  Temperatures are well below normal, and in

western parts of the state, folks are buried under several feet of snow.  The English teacher in me can’t help but

see the weather as a metaphor for the cold and overwhelming “state” of affairs in education (pun intended).  The

double whammy of APPR and the Common Core Learning Standards is like a polar vortex weighing down on us.

Add in the new Regents exams, like a low-pressure system filled with precipitation, and it’s like seven feet of snow

falling fast and furious.  And for pre-service teachers who are facing the new Ed-TPA certification exams just for

the opportunity to enter into all of this chaos, it must feel like an avalanche.  But teachers should not be silent

victims waiting for the rescue team to dig us out.  Instead, we must embrace the changes while making sure our

voices are added to the conversation.   Becoming a member of NYSEC provides teachers with a community of

educators dedicated to literacy education, generating the highest quality teachers and supporting teachers as we

navigate the complex issues we face each day.

However, all of this conflict, controversy, change and challenge creates an opportunity, dare I say a

necessity, for educators to come together through professional organizations like NYSEC.  Have something to

say?  Write an article for The English Record.  Want to share best practices?  Present a workshop at next year’s

conference.  Want to feel a sense of community?  Have a colleague join NYSEC through our ambassador program

or bring someone new to the conference next year. Have a question about state education policy?  Post it on our

Facebook page.

I am honored to serve this next year as your NYSEC president, and I am grateful to the brilliant minds that

serve on our board that tirelessly support this organization.  I am also constantly impressed by the creative

English teachers from around our state that I meet each year at the annual conference, and the amazing practices

that they bring to our members each year.

I am eager to get to work with the board and our members to make NYSEC even better.  We will remain

committed to enhancing communication through Twitter and our Facebook group.  Additionally, we plan to

streamline our awards nominations process and further enhance our

website.   We are, of course, planning another great conference in 2015.

Our theme will be “Reading is the Core:  Building Skill and Nurturing

Will.”  As always, we will bring you inspiring keynote speakers and the

high-quality professional development that you have come to expect.  In

the meantime, bundle up, stay connected, and I wish each of you Happy

Holidays and a healthy and Happy New Year!

Sincerely,

Christine Zandstra
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Maryalice Lee-Bout

Monroe Woodbury Senior High School

    POETIC WORDS OF MARIA MAZZIOTTI GILLAN

Maria Mazziotti Gillan told her audience, “If you have someone to thank,

do it now.”  So, thank you Maria.  Thank you for sharing your words, your

experiences, your emotions, and your wisdom.  Thank you for allowing us to

forget that we were sitting in a ballroom for a NYSEC conference luncheon and for

making us feel as though we were old friends sitting in your kitchen.  It was as if you were standing at your stove,

mixing the moments of your life, spicing them with your poetry, and then serving them with hospitable warmth ,

leaving your audience filled with nostalgia. From the formative lessons of a grade school immigrant through the

intimate emotions of losing a loved one, you draw memory from your apron pocket with a familiar eloquence. Your

sentimental and authentic memoirs reminded all those present that teaching extends beyond impressive brick

buildings filled with rooms adorned with rows of desks. You recognized, as we do, that the inhabitants of these

rooms are more than task-oriented test takers.  You shared that being a good teacher can be as simple as noticing

your students, by choosing them…encouraging them…and looking at them.  You reminded us that words and

stories are important and that poetry is “rooted in the body, not in the brain.”  Thank you again, Maria Mazziotti

Gillan, for delivering healthy portions of your “impractical ambition” from

your poetry collections as part of the October’s NYSEC Conference in Albany.

 Special Contributions to the 2014 NYSEC Conference:

Pearson for hosting the Wednesday networking session and

Friday morning breakfast

Bedford/St. Martin’s  for the Cocktail Hour on Thursday

Scholastic for sponsoring Jeffrey Wilhelm

                      THANK YOU!
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 None do. He says that we need to learn to be comfortable with this reality.  “This

Conference is the best form of intervention we can get.  We are all in this together.

We are trying to learn our way through this.”  The great thing about being at the

NYSEC Conference is that the intervention part of the paradigm is right in front

of us:  our colleagues at the table; the presentations we attend, the books we

buy.  “We are moving collectively and individually to a new awareness and a

new wisdom.”

      And then Burke in his conclusion uses a word that is negative by its definition — messy - but he spins it so that

it takes on a positive tone.  Messy.   When we can see that learning is messy, when we can accept that perfection

is rare and that each day of our lives is messy, we will be in a better state.

     “Thank you for inviting me to your Conference,” he says, and then he was off to present a workshop, followed

by a signing of his books, after which he boarded a plane to fly back to California to prepare to teach his high

school classes on Monday, while juggling his blogs, his websites, his writing of books, and his generosity in

sharing with all those who seek.  Jim Burke is a Virgil who has become our

mentor in this period of disorientation.  It is hard to imagine a better guide.

Paul O’Brien

           “In This Together” (Continued)

you can get your hands on.”

~ Jim Burke, NYSEC 2014

“This conference is the best form of intervention
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Words From Our Past President

Without you, there’d be no NYS English Council.

No gathering of like-minded, devoted teachers and administrators.

No two-plus days of meeting, greeting, noting, and learning.

No eye-opening, heart-string-tugging stories, people, and places that mark

the onset of fall in a way that is as exciting as the first rolling in of the big

yellow buses

but more crucial than pens and fresh pencils

Without you, ELA teachers of NYS would have only SED

Which can be GR8 but is not enough even if you don’t hate it or CCLS

Without you and without NYSEC

I and my district would have limited access to real time action at State Ed,

No Rhythm & Rhyme, no Digital Storytelling, no Humanities Program, no Student

Author Seminar,

And you all don’t know these programs but their genesis was here…

What will you take home and create?

We’d have no knowledge of how Long Island and the Capital District and the North

Country are coping

No grounding in commonly facing uncommonly contentious literacy standards

We would get from Monday through Friday to be sure, but alone, in a regional

vacuum,

infused with the stench of insularity and of

Falling into our work

Our years

Our students

Our teachers

Our leaders

Without having stretched or reached or shared or grown or connected or breathed in

common conjectures about new spaces and places and ideas and the magic that

happens when you reach outside your own four walls…

Thank you to the NYSEC Executive Board for believing in me, to my colleagues and

administrators from MW for supporting me and entertaining the gems on my list of

ideas…you know I’m coming home with some new ones!

And for the rest of you, as you reflect on your time, your money, your energy, your

new friends and new ideas and you think ahead to your year and then later to next fall

and to NYSEC 2015…Just Book It.

michelle g. bulla

NYSEC President 2013 – 2014
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         Conference Photos
Awards Winners, Presidents Past and Present

Photos by Michelle Peterson-Davis, Paul O’Brien
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The New York State English Council was very fortunate to

welcome renowned pedagogue expert Jeffrey D. Wilhelm to speak

Thursday morning on what he felt was, “missing from the Core.” On

this cold and rainy morning, Wilhelm reinvigorated teachers to place

the Power of Pleasure Reading back into the hands of the students of our classrooms. Many teachers

can think of students who draw a thick line between school reading and home reading: those students

who will not turn in a piece of work, but can easily finish three books a week. By bringing pleasure

reading into the classroom, teachers can tap into those energies and help students succeed both in

class and beyond.

According to Wilhelm, pleasure reading—the reading generally marginalized in school, i.e.

vampire novels, fantasy, and dystopian literature—actually increases cognitive processes in students,

helping them reach standards that the Common Core is asking them to meet. Citing The British

Cohort Study (2013), which has followed 17,000 people since 1970, Wilhelm explained that

reading for pleasure in youth had a highly significant impact on people’s educational attainment and

social mobility, even more so than their parents socio economic status. Students who acquired a

taste for pleasure reading had the ability to see their lives changing for the better, and are often able

to act on that vision.

As lovers of the written word, many English teachers can appreciate the need to read for

pleasure. In fact, there are five dimensions of pleasure Wilhelm specifically referenced in his keynote:

immersive play, work, intellectual, social, and inner work. The prerequisite for any type of pleasure

reading is that of an immersive play, as identified by the work of John Dewey. This type of pleasure

can be found on the day you sit back with your book and look up again to find that three hours have

passed as quickly as if they were three minutes. This type of consuming reading is simply not

happening in schools, creating an environment where there is a divide between school reading and

home reading. Immersive play pleasure is absolutely necessary in order for readers to experience

the other pleasures that can be found from reading. Without this, students lose part of their ability to

engage with texts and adapt them into aspects of their personal lives.

Throughout the day, many presenters commented on Wilhelm’s wonderful talk. This need

for pleasure reading is one many said they would love to implement, but with all the thousands of

other tasks placed on teachers, found difficulty with the idea of incorporating it into their own

classrooms. Wilhelm, however, disagreed and offered many strategies teachers can implement.

Drama in the classroom, comparing Young Adult and Canonical works of the same genre, collaborative

reading experiences between peers, using the reading as a tool to accomplish a task, and connecting

the text to themselves are simple ways to bring the joy back into reading for our students, while also

completing tasks the Common Core is demanding.

When students are motivated and engaged by what they are reading, they are more likely to

work harder and produce deeper thinking. Wilhelm concluded his presentation stating that teachers

would be, “totally surprised by what the students were getting out of their pleasure reading if you

just ask them.” Offering a student choice in what they are reading gives them the opportunity to

practice the skills they will be using the rest of their lives. If teachers are constantly telling students

what they should and should not be reading, not only are we marginalizing their tastes and pleasures,

        Jeffrey Wilhelm Wakes NYSEC
to Pleasure Reading

Continued on page 11
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October 14-16, 2015

65th Annual NYSEC Conference

Reading is the Core: Building Skill and Nurturing Will

The Albany Marriott Hotel

Albany, New York

Program Proposal
 All presenters for NYSEC must register and pay for the NYSEC conference. NYSEC cannot pay presenters. Accepted

proposals will be based on the decision of the NYSEC Conference Committee.   Please note: all sessions are one hour.

Title of Proposal: ___________________________________________________________________________

Name of Presenter(s):________________________________________________________________________

School District/Organization name:______________________________________________________________

School Address:_________________________________________________       Zip Code:  _______________

County:________________ Business Phone: _______________    email address:________________________

Home/Summer address, phone, and email where presenter can be reached:

____________________________________________________________________________

Write a brief program description (100 words) as it would appear in the conference program booklet.  You may

attach up to one page of additional information for the committee to consider in planning the conference.

Audience for session (please circle one):     K-2      3-5     6-8     9-12     College     General      Other:_________

Each room will have a screen, power strip, and one wifi code for the presenter; all other AV materials must be

supplied by the presenter.  Connectivity is not guaranteed.

Return this form no later than April 30, 2015 to: Marilyn Norton

                                                                                       50 Forest Drive

                                                                                       Poughquag, NY 12570

Check the NYSEC website:    www.nysecteach.org for more information.

Any questions or concerns please e-mail: ela.norton@gmail.com  (please include NYSEC in subject)
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Membership Form
Name ____________________________________          Home phone (     ) _________________

Home address __________________________________________________________________

        ___________________________________________________________________

Name of school or affiliation ______________________________________________________

School address ___________________________________________   County ______________

Business phone (     ) ______________        e-mail ______________________________________

Indicate type of membership.  Check all areas that apply: ___ new ___ renewal

___ One year membership $40    ___ college/university ___ Teacher

___ Retired membership $20    ___ secondary ___ Department head

___ Student membership $15    ___ middle school ___ Librarian

___ Institutional membership $40    ___ elementary ___ Principal

Mail this form with a check made out to NYSEC to:

550 Victory Circle, Ballston Spa, NY 12020

NYSEC Regional Directors
Western Region
Niagara, Erie, Cattaraugus, Chautauqua,

Genesse, Monroe, Orleans, Livingston,

Wyoming, Allegany, Steuben, Chemung,

Wayne, Ontario, Yates, Seneca, and Schuyler

Counties

Central Region
Tioga, Broome, Chenango, Otsego, Delaware,

Tompkins, Owego, Onondaga, Cayuga,

Cortland, Oneida, Herkimer, and Madison

Counties

John Harmon          Ella Briand

8917 Shellman Drive        300 Robineau Road

Cicero, NY 13039         Syracuse, NY 13207

North Country
St. Lawrence, Jefferson, Lewis, Clinton,

Franklin, Essex, Hamilton, and Warren

Counties

Hudson Valley

Washington, Saratoga, Fulton, Montgomery,

Schenectady, Rennselaer, Albany, Schoharie,

Greene, Columbia, Dutchess, Ulster, Sullivan,

Orange, Westchester, Rockland, and Putnam

Counties

Paul O’Brien

938 Mohegan  Road
Niskayuna, NY 12309

Michelle Bulla

46 S. Highland Ave

Nyack, NY 10960

Janet Matthews

358 Church Street

White Plains, NY 10603

Christine Zandstra

6 Fowlerhouse Drive

Wappingers Falls, NY 12590

CJ Vincent

256B Consaul Rd

Albany, NY 12205

Michelle Kaprinski

4 Mane Way

Pawling, NY 12564

New York City

New York, Queens, Bronx, Kings,

and Richmond Counties

Stephanie Del Valle

3121 Middletown Road

Apt 1D

Bronx, NY 10461

Larry Butti

58-56 214 Street

Bayside, NY 11364

Louisa Kramer-Vida

19 Lilac drive

Syosset, NY 11791

Victor Jaccarino

123-60 83rd Ave Apt 6J

Kew Gardens, NY 11415

Michelle Peterson

607 Blair Drive

Westbury, NY 11590

Susan P. Kelly

9 Andover Court

Garden City, NY  11530

  Long Island Region
  Nassau and Suffolk Counties
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   The English Record

The English Record publishes original peer reviewed

contributions that focus on the field of English education.

The English Record features articles on pedagogy,

essays, commentaries, program descriptions, reflective

narratives, book reviews and occasional student work.

Please check the website, the newsletter and the journal

calls page for more information regarding upcoming

calls for manuscripts. Manuscripts should tie into the

current theme, but the NYSEC editor will also consider

well written and timely selections that are not directly

connected to the theme of the current call.

Submissions

Manuscripts and inquires should be submitted

electronically to Dr. Kjersti VanSlyke-Briggs via e-mail

at Kjersti.VanSlyke-Briggs@oneonta.edu

Manuscripts should be prepared using MS Word. All
parts of the manuscript should be double spaced. Please
number all pages consecutively. Each manuscript should
include a cover sheet with the author’s name, affiliation,
position, a brief two or three line author bio, preferred
mailing address, telephone and e-mail address.
Identifying information should not appear elsewhere in
the manuscript. Please include an abstract on the cover
page of no more than 100 words. Manuscripts must
conform to APA standards. Manuscripts that do not
utilize APA will be returned.
All images, tables, figures and additional materials
should be sent as separate files with a figure heading
and notation within the manuscript for preferred
placement.

Permissions

As the author, you are required to secure any necessary
permissions to reproduce any student work or materials
from other sources.

 Proofs and Complimentary Copies

A proof will be sent for accepted manuscripts to the
author for review. Each corresponding author will
receive a copy of the issue after publication.

NYSEC

News



Jeffrey Wilhelm (continued)
but denying them the opportunity to read as real world

readers do, which includes traditionally nonacademic

reading.

Driving his point home, Wilhelm encouraged

teachers to have a conversation about why we teach

literature. Do we wish to “foster the deep pleasure of

reading;” “to discuss and come to deeper understandings

of timeless themes such as love, loss, identity, heroism;”

or “to introduce students to other cultures, especially those

distant from their experience?” The answer to why we

teach literature comes astonishingly close as to what our

students are looking to get out of their pleasure reading. If

teachers can incorporate strategies to increase pleasure

reading in their classrooms, not only will their students be

more motivated and enthusiastic about schoolwork, but

they will be more likely to develop the skills we are asking

them to use in our classroom—only it will be on their terms

rather than ours.

For more information regarding Wilhelm’s

philosophy on motivating reading in students, look for his

many works including Reading Don’t Fix No Chevys:

The Role of Literacy in the Lives of Young Men (2002)

and Reading Unbound: Why Kids Need to Read What

They Want and Why We Should Let Them (2013).

Angela Richter

State University of New York, College at Oneonta

NYSEC
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       Wilhelm is the author or co-

author of  24 books on literacy

education.
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Lyn Miller-Lachmann is a local author from Albany, NY.  Her love of

writing began in childhood, and by the time she was teaching high school, she

had collected stories and based them on real people facing dire situations and

difficult choices.

Lachmann instantly expressed to the crowd that she loved to travel and

write historical fiction. Yet, she admitted that she never thought she’d ever  write

historical fiction, since she had always thought only “ facts mattered.” Turning

to this form of writing, she claimed, happened by accident, as a result of her

many life-changing experiences . She continued to say that writers often write

about the time periods in which they live, and that she wanted to do the same.

People she met inspired her to write Gringolandia, and her own teenage life

experiences were what brought Rogue to life.

Fiction thrives on conflict; protagonists are often in opposition with society

and relationships are affected. As a teacher of inner-city students, Lachmann

embraced Howard Zinn’s work, A  People’s History of the United States that

highlights real people with real stories.  This was a springboard for much of her

work.

Lachmann asserts that human history is not only about war and cruelty,

but also about compassion. She encouraged us to remember how people acted

during certain events in history and urged us to live how human beings should

live, in harmony with one another.

A blog ,where all her hobbies and interests are woven together is one of

her greatest feats. She is impressed with her bloggers because many have related

to the characters in her novels, and others have wanted to know more about

Chile. Lachmann makes every effort to learn by enjoying historical museums

and sights when she travels. By educating herself, she believes there will be

accuracy and increased credibility to her writing.

Lachmann shared that her former teaching credits include middle school

and high school English, Social Studies and Jewish Studies. Currently, she teaches

American Jewish History to 7th Grade at Congregation Gates of Heaven in

Schenectady, NY.  She wears another hat by running a playwriting elective for

Page 12

Lachmann Lures Audience to Teach Diversity



           “When we tell our own stories, we change how others see the world.”

4th-7th Graders. She left her NYSEC audience with the message that we need  DIVERSE

books.   We have students who can connect to injustice and suffering to their own lives.

“A historical event can reverberate on a personal level.” We look at their obstacles,

weaknesses, fears and dilemmas. She explains that a challenge facing many authors

today is that only the elite have the privilege of telling their stories. Average, struggling

people don’t always have this opportunity, so they need others  to advocate and bring

these experiences to life.

Michelle Kaprinski

Red Hook CSD

Page 13
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       More Conference Photos!

  2014

 NYSEC
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NYSEC News is published by the New York State English Council.  Our business address is:

550 Victory Circle, Ballston Spa, NY 12020. Articles may  be emailed to Michelle Kaprinski at

Michellek914@aol.com.

Contributors to this issue were: Michelle Kaprinski, Maryalice Lee-Bout, Paul O’Brien, Michelle Peterson-

Davis, Angela Richter, Kjersti VanSlyke-Briggs, Christine Zandstra

Michelle Kaprinski   NYSEC News editorMichelle Kaprinski   NYSEC News editorMichelle Kaprinski   NYSEC News editorMichelle Kaprinski   NYSEC News editorMichelle Kaprinski   NYSEC News editor

At times, we may feel that we are inundated
with articles and research, but nothing can replace

quality professional development and the sharing of best practices. As we
know, learning often takes place after the lesson. Below is a word cloud,
serving as merely a smattering of the inspiration following this year’s
conference. As we look ahead to create proposals for the spring, in
anticipation of yet another stellar meeting of the minds, let’s envision
what words we may see, as we uncover more of what we strive for in
education...mindfulness.....kindness...resiliency....Share your talents with us. Your
dedication to your craft will continue to set the bar high and bring us all
closer as professionals with like-minded goals.

~MK


